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DESK AND DERRICK 

DATELINE 

It’s Tee Time! 

Annual Spring Classic 

Golf Tournament 

Friday, May 21, 2021 

 

Sponsorship  and Entry 

forms inside! 

 

Sign Up Now! 

When you can’t attend the 3rd Annual                                          

Central Region Meeting due to COVID….. 

  They Zoom the meeting to you! 

 The 3rd Annual Central Region Meeting was held on   

May 1, 2021 in the conference room at Cobra Oil and Gas Corp.  

Our 2021 Central Region Director, Kay McKinley and the Liberal 

Club did an awesome job of leading our meeting. It was          

definitely not the same as seeing everyone face to face, but it 

was still a great meeting. Kay’s theme for the meeting was  

“Make a Difference, Be the Difference”. 

 She wanted us to focus on making a positive difference 

in a negative world AND in each others lives.  She  stated that it 

could be something as simple as a smile and to always jump at 

the chance to make a difference. Thank you Kay McKinley and 

the Liberal Club, YOU definitely made a difference in US! 

Zoomers: Diana Walker, Barbara Pappas, Rena Shaffer (filling in for 

Alternate Casie Mass) and Nichole Harney, Delegate.                       

(Not pictured: Sheila McGaughey) 

Find more info inside!! 
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Club Purpose 

The purpose of the club shall be to                                                                            

promote the education and professional   

development of individuals employed in or 

affiliated with the petroleum, energy and 

allied industries and to educate the        

general public about these industries. 

Club Motto 

Greater Knowledge—Greater Service 

Official Colors 

Black and Gold 

 

2021 Board of Directors 

 

Sheila McGaughey 

From the Editor: 

Ah, the sweet smell of Spring! The warm sunshine feels so good on our skin and helps to melt away those 

winter blues. I am so ready to start working in the flowerbeds and being outdoors more, as you can tell 

from the flowers on the front cover! I am so thankful that Texas is loosening up the COVID 19 restrictions. 

The last 14 or so months have felt like the movie Groundhog Day, where Bill Murray’s character faces a 

sort-of-purgatory, reliving the same day every time he wakes up. That’s what COVID has been for me.  It is 

definitely time to start re-connecting with the world again and return to a “normal” life.  

On May 1, we got to experience our “first” Central Region ZOOM meeting. Our Regional Director, Kay 

McKinley chose the theme, Make  a Difference, Be the Difference. The speakers they had were incredible 

with powerful stories. Kay’s daughter, Katelynn Thomas, sang a song entitled “Anyway” by Martina McBride 

and read a poem from Mother Teresa entitled “Do it Anyway”. We were all moved to tears. We all came 

away from the meeting wanting to “be the difference”. It was good to see everyone, even if it was on a  

computer screen! Kuddos to Kay McKinley and the Liberal Club for putting on a successful ZOOM meeting. 

Those in attendance all agreed that we miss the experiences of an actual meeting, the camaraderie, the 

field trips, the hugs and definitely the smiles on everyone’s faces (mask free). Good Times for sure—but 

hopefully, fingers crossed—we will be able to experience that in 2022 when Wichita Falls is the host. So get 

ready for the 4th Annual Central Region Meeting  - we have two years of catching up to do!  Woo-Hoo!! 

Spring  is also our Desk and Derrick Golf Tournament—Sign up Now! 

“May flowers always line your path and sunshine light your day. May song birds serenade your every stop along the way. 

May a rainbow run beside you in a sky that’s always blue. And may happiness fill your heart each                                    

day your whole life through.”  - An Irish Blessing 

One Year Director—Barbara Franklin 

Two Year Director—Jordan Jackson 

Immediate Past President—Diana Walker 

Parliamentarian— Rena Shaffer 

President—Nichole Harney 

Vice President—Casie Mass 

Secretary—Jessica Cain 

Treasurer—Lauren Martin 
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Nichole’s Letter 
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Budget & Finance                                     
Chairman:  Diana Walker 

Board Contact: Diana Walker 

Members:  Rena Shaffer, Geneva Wood 

 

Bulletin 
Chairman: Sheila McGaughey 

Board Contact: Diana Walker 

Members: 

 

By-Laws 
Chairman: Doris Sterling 

Board Contact: Barbara Franklin 

Members: Shirley Bridwell 

 

Education 
Chairman: Sheila McGaughey 

Board Contact: Jessica Cain 

Members:  Rena Shaffer 

 

Field Trip 
Chairman: Jordan  Burgess 

Board Contact:  Lauren Martin 

Members:   

 

General Arrangements 
Chairman: Rena Shaffer  

Board Contact:  Rena Shaffer 

Members: Kacie Turner 

2021 Committees 

Golf Tournament 
Chairman: Vickie Young / Casie Mass 

Board Contact:  Casie Mass 

Members: Barbara Franklin, Jordan 
Burgess, Tracy Flynn 

 

Membership 
Chairman: Rena Shaffer 

Board Contact: Rena Shaffer 

Members: Betty Wilson 

 

Program 
Chairman: Casie Mass 

Board Contact: Casie Mass 

Members: Diana Walker 

 

Scrapbook 
Chairman: Sheila McGaughey 

Board Contact:  Lauren Martin 

Members:  

 

Social Media  
Chairman:  Jordan Jackson 

Board Contact:  Jordan Jackson 

Members: Kacie Turner 
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ADDC 

 LETTER 
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CENTRAL REG LETTER 
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MEMBERSHIP MEETNIG 
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2021 Central Regional Director 

Kay McKinley 

Hosted by the                                                             

Liberal Desk and Derrick Club 

 

AIMEE AWARDS 

It’s a secret until the May                  

Membership Meeting!! 

The first Central Region “ZOOM” meeting                      

is in the books! 

Awesome Job Kay and the Liberal Club!! 

Theme for the 3rd Annual Central Region Zoom Meeting: 

Make a Difference—Be the Difference! 

2022 Central Region Director 

Jamie Sabata 

2022 Central Region  

Meeting 

WICHITA FALLS 

 
Katelynn Thomas, Kay McKinley’s Daughter,  sang a 

very inspiring song to us over the Zoom meeting. It 

was “Anyway” by Martina McBride. She also read a 

very encouraging poem by Mother Teresa entitled: 

Do It Anyway 

People are often unreasonable, illogical and self 

centered; Forgive them anyway. 

If you are kind, people will accuse you of being self-

ish, ulterior motives; Be kind anyway. 

If you are successful, you will win some false friends 

and some true enemies;  Succeed anyway. 

If you are honest and frank, people may cheat you;  

Be honest and frank anyway. 

What you spend years building, someone could   

destroy overnight; Build anyway. 

If you find serenity and happiness, they may be   

jealous; Be happy anyway. 

The good you do today, people will often forget    

tomorrow; Do good anyway. 

Give the world the best you have, and it may never 

be enough; Give the world the best you’ve got      

anyway. 

You see, in the final analysis, it is between you and 

your God; It was never between you and them      

anyway. 

Looking forward to the day when we can all 

gather again and share our passion for this   

industry!  

 
10 out of 12      

Clubs Represented 

             

206  
Members in            
Central Region 
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Amber Koch, Vickie Young and            

Pam Coburn  - Guest of Amber 

Kacie Turner,  Jessica Cain and               

Jordan Jackson 

Casie Mass—Speaker and Nichole Harney 

Phishing— 

Email Based Hacking 

Vishing— 

Phone Based Hacking 

Stephanie Jones and Tracy Flynn 

“Social Engineering and Red Flags” 

Casie Mass—Speaker 

Cobra Oil and Gas Corp. 
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Lacey Foster—Speaker and           

Nichole Harney—2021 President 

 

Casie Mass—Speaker 

Shirley Bridwell and Sheila McGaughey 

Thank You  Casie for 

an  “Awesome”   

presentation!! 

Smishing— 

Text Based Hacking 

Social Engineering is… 

“Any act that influences a person to 

take an action that may or may not be 

in their best interests.” 

Diana Walker, Rena Shaffer and         

Nichole Harney 

Impersonation— 

In Person Deception 

Nichole Harney and Shirley Bridwell 
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April  15, 2021 

Biden proposes tax increase on oil producers as recovery continues 

By Alex Mills 

            As two agencies recently reported an improving global economy has sparked opti-

mism about improving demand for petroleum products, President Biden introduced his 

plan to increase taxes on oil and gas producers. 

            Last week, the Energy Information Administration (EIA) at the U.S. Department of 

Energy predicted U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) will grow by 5.6% in 2021 reversing 

a decline of 3.5% last year. 

            This week, the International Energy Agency increased its forecast for global oil de-
mand by 230,000 barrels per day. 

            Crude oil prices rose $3 per barrel on the futures markets closing at $66 for Brent 
crude on the international exchange and $63 for West Texas Intermediate on the New 
York Mercantile Exchange. 

            U.S. crude stockpiles declined by 5.89 million barrels last week also indicating im-
proved demand. 

            Just one year ago, oil plunged from $60 in January to an average of $18 in April. In 
some trading locations in Texas, oil settled at -$37 per barrel. The primary cause of the 
collapse in price was a sharp decline in demand because of the global pandemic and an 
oversupply of oil. 

            The sharp price decline forced oil producers to curtail production in an effort to bal-
ance supplies with demand. 

            However, as oil prices recover both agencies expect oil production to rise, too. Al-
ready the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and its partners, which 
includes Russia, have announced production increases that should average about 2 million 
barrels per day. 

            EIA said it expects oil prices in the U.S. will remain above $55 for the remainder of 
2021. 

“U.S. road fuel deliveries are on the rise as vaccinations progress and Covid-19 in-
fection rates fall,” the IEA said. 

            However, the global pandemic continues to impact demand especially in are-
as such as India, Brazil and Europe. 

            Biden’s tax increase would include a direct $35-billion hit on U.S. oil and nat-
ural gas producers, who have struggled to survive bankruptcy.  

 -30- 

Alex Mills is the former President of the Texas Alliance of Energy Producers. 
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April  22, 2021 

 

Biden’s energy plan seeks to reduce in oil and gas supplies 

By Alex Mills 

                If Congress passes President Biden’s energy proposal, American consumers need to get ready to 

relive the days of double-digit increases in energy prices. 

                Biden’s plan is very similar to the policies under former President Obama, which were designed 

to raise the price of fossil fuels so that wind and solar would become price competitive. 

                The strategy included increasing regulation, which would increase administrative cost; increase 

taxes on oil and gas companies in the U.S., which would take away needed revenue to replace reserves; 

and implement tax credits and other government hand-outs to wind and solar companies. 

                In just four months, Biden canceled the Keystone XL oil pipeline, put a hold on leasing federal 

lands for future exploration, and proposed $35 billion in new taxes on oil and gas producers. His plan 

claims the tax concentrates “within a handful of large firms,” but an analysis of his proposal shows small 

oil and gas producers will be hit hardest. 

                Independent oil and gas producers, who drill 90% of the wells in the U.S., are allowed to use per-

centage depletion, as are other extractive industries (mining, timber, etc.), and deduct their drilling ex-

penses in the year incurred. The proposed repeal applies to oil and gas producers only and not the other 

extractive industries.  

Unlike tax credits, percentage depletion is allowed for the successful ventures only, and it is 

worthless unless oil and gas is produced and sold, which encourages future production. The federal gov-

ernment does not write a check to oil and gas producers. 

The tax code prohibits major oil companies, also called “larger firms” in some circles, from using 

percentage depletion.  

Repealing these provisions would dramatically impact future drilling and production. When drilling 

slows, production will decline soon after. 

In a little over 10 years, the oil and gas industry has increased production to historic lev-

els in the U.S., making the nation the top oil producer in the World outpacing Russia and Saudi 

Arabia. Oil production peaked in April 2020 at 12 million barrels per day (b/d), a 132% increase 

from April 2007 when U.S. produced only 5 million b/d. 

The increase in oil supplies caused oil and gasoline prices to decline. Oil prices peaked 

in the summer of 2008 at $140 per barrel and gasoline surged past $4 per gallon. Today, oil 

trades around $60 per barrel, and gasoline averages about $2.70 per gallon nationwide. 

The increase in production also had a positive impact as oil imports dropped from 14 

million b/d in 2007 to 7 million b/d in April 2020. 
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April  22,  2021 Continued 

The advantage of increased natural gas production have resulted in lower prices and in-

creased usage as a generation fuel for electricity. All of that has resulted in reduced carbon dioxide 

(CO2) emissions. 

The Energy Information Administration said energy-related CO2 emissions fell 11% in 

2020 from 2019 (5,130 million metric tons) and 23% from the peak of 6,003 million metric tons in 

2007. 

The emission decline comes as natural gas replaced coal as the primary electric genera-

tion fuel. 

Biden and his administration has ignored the positive changes delivered by the domestic 

oil and gas industry, and has decided to gamble that wind and solar can replace fossil fuels, which 

currently account for 80% of the nation’s energy needs. 

Hold onto your hat, because this is going to be a wild and crazy ride. 

-30- 

  

Alex Mills is the former President of the Texas Alliance of Energy Producers. 
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 April 29, 2021 (Continued) 

Texas petroleum industry reverses 23 months of decline 

By Alex Mills 

            Data from a variety of sources indicate the cycle of contraction in the 

oil and gas industry has reversed and demand for petroleum products is re-

turning.  

            The International Energy Agency (IEA) and the Energy Information Ad-

ministration (EIA) at the U.S. Energy Department both released their short-

termed forecasts stating economic activity is on the rise in the U.S. and glob-

ally, and they expect increases throughout 2021. 

            The oil and gas industry in Texas is responding with an increase in ac-

tivity, according to the Texas Petro Index (TPI). 

            Activity in the oil patch has made gains since the historic lows wit-

nessed last year. Employment, active drilling rigs, and commodity prices all 

have increased. However, not every indicator shows strength. Production has 

not recovered and drilling permits are down, too. 

            The TPI registered it first monthly increase in two years this month at 

138.8.  

            Petroleum economist Karr Ingham, author of the TPI, said rigs have 

been added each month since the record lows in August. 

            Texas direct upstream oil and gas industry employment has increased 

about 7,400 since September, Ingham, who also serves as Executive Vice 

President of the Texas Alliance of Energy Producers, said. However, employ-

ment in the upstream Texas oil patch is at its lowest point since 2006, with 

total employment at some 154,000. 
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April 29, 2021 

“The recovery from the COVID economy of 2020 is well under way and 

has been for several months even though the Texas Petro Index remained in 

decline,” Ingham said. “Frankly, that would likely still be the case for another 

month or two had Winter Storm Uri not wreaked havoc in natural gas markets 

in February, pushing the natural gas price sharply higher and taking the TPI up 

with it.” 

Physical delivery gas prices across Texas escalated as demand rose. 

Houston Ship Channel price peaked at $400 per million British thermal units 

on Feb. 17 and averaged $36.93 for the month of February. The Waha hub in 

West Texas peaked at $205 on Feb. 17 and averaged $24.28 during the 

month. 

            The rise in the natural gas component of the TPI was a key reason for 

the monthly increase in the TPI, Ingham said. 

            Natural gas price at Houston Ship Channel closed at $2.75 per mmBtu 

on April 27 and at $2.51 at Waha. 

            Crude oil closed at $61 on NYMEX on April 27. 

            U.S. gasoline price averaged $2.889 per gallon compared to $2.578 in 

Texas on April 27. 

-30- 

Alex Mills is the former President of the Texas Alliance of Energy Producers. 
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May 6, 2021 

Carbon capture technology could play key role in meeting                 

climate goals 

 By Alex Mills 

            As President Biden tries to move his massive energy/environment agenda forward, 

he must come up with programs appealing to Democrats and Republicans, which may 

prove to be difficult. 

            However, the oil and gas industry has been trying to develop and refine a technolo-

gy – called carbon capture and storage (CCS) – for years, and it could play a key role in re-

ducing carbon emissions. 

            There are about 20 CCS projects in operation in the U.S., according to Wood Mac-

kenzie, an energy consulting firm. “Their economics have often proved difficult to sustain,” 

a recent report stated. 

ExxonMobil recently announced a new project to “dramatically accelerate” the pro-

gress of CCS. It would create a multi-user hub on Houston’s Ship Canal, which can collect 

carbon dioxide from all the petrochemical, manufacturing and power generation facilities 

in the area and pump it into storage under the Gulf of Mexico. By 2030, it could be captur-

ing 50 million tons of carbon dioxide per year, which is more than all the CCS projects cur-

rently in operation worldwide. By 2040, it could be capturing 100 million tons a year. 

The plan could be a “game changer” for the deployment of CCS, Joe Blommaert, 
president of ExxonMobil Low Carbon Solutions, wrote in a blog post. “Lessons learned 
from this Houston CCS Innovation Zone could be replicated in other areas of the country 
where there are similar concentrations of industrial facilities located near suitable CO2 
storage sites, such as in the Midwest or elsewhere along the US Gulf coast,” he added. 

The catch, inevitably, is the cost. Blommaert acknowledged that the Houston CCS 
hub would be a “huge” project, needing investment of $100 billion or more from the pri-
vate and public sectors. The economics will work only with extensive government fund-
ing, probably including a price on carbon to reward the companies that sequester it. The 
regulatory and legal issues raised are also complex, and the project will need a framework 
that encourages investment and cooperation among federal, state and local officials. 
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May 6, 2021  Continued 

Still, support for CCS is one of the few climate policies that can win bipartisan sup-
port. There are two new bills in Congress that would bolster government funding for car-
bon capture projects and infrastructure, and both have Democratic and Republican back-
ers. One bill would make the existing 45Q tax credits for CCS more generous, with a maxi-
mum value of $120 per ton of carbon dioxide sequestered, up from $50 per ton currently. 
It would also make them available for an additional five years, to the end of 2030. The oth-
er bill would create new government support for commercial CCS infrastructure and stor-
age hubs, exactly the kind of project ExxonMobil is proposing, according to Wood Macken-
zie. 

-30- 

 Alex Mills is the former President of the Texas Alliance of Energy Producers. 
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Bit by Bit 

Upcoming  dates 

to remember 

 

Membership Mtg 

May 19 

Board  Meeting  

June 1 

 

Barbara Franklin  5/10 

Deborah Frerich   5/11 

 

 

 

 

Desk and Derrick Annual Spring Classic Golf Tournament 

Friday, May 21, 2021—Tee Off 9:00 AM 

The Champions Golf Course at Weeks Park  

Sign up your team and be a sponsor!! 

Remember this benefits our                          

Scholarship Program. 
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in petroleum history 

MAY 

May 9, 1863 — Confederates attack Oilfield 

“Men of experience estimated the oil destroyed at 150,000 barrels. It will be many months before 

a large supply can be had from this source.” Gen. William “Grumble” Jones report to Gen. Robert 

E. Lee. 

In perhaps the first raid of an oilfield in warfare, a regiment of Confederate cavalry in the spring of 

1863 attacked the oil town of Burning Springs in what would soon become West Virginia.  The 

rebel raiders destroyed equipment and thousands of barrels of oil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On May 9, 1863, the Burning Springs oilfield was destroyed by Confederate raiders led by Gen. 

William “Grumble” Jones. His brigade of Confederate cavalry attacked near the Ohio River in far 

western Virginia. 

The surprise attack along the Kanawha River by Gen. Jones marked the first time an oilfield was 

targeted in war, “making it the first of many oilfields destroyed in war,” proclaimed petroleum   

historian and author David L. McKain in a 1992 book. 

CBS 
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According to McGain, Gen. Jones later reported his rebel troops left burning oil tanks, a “scene of      

magnificence that might well carry joy to every patriotic heart.” 

 

Burning an Oilfield 

When Confederate Gen. William “Grumble” Jones and 1,300 troopers attacked Burning Springs in the 

spring of 1863, they destroyed equipment and thousands of barrels of 

oil. 

“The wells are owned mainly by Southern men, now driven from their 

homes, and their property appropriated either by the Federal             

Government or Northern men,” said Gen. Jones of his raid on this early 

oil boom town. 

Gen. Jones officially reported to Gen. Robert E. Lee that: 

All the oil, the tanks, barrels, engines for pumping, engine-houses, and 

wagons—in a word, everything used for raising, holding, or sending it off 

was burned.  Men of experience estimated the oil destroyed at 

150,000 barrels. It  will be many months before a large supply can be 

had from this source, as it can only be boated down the Little Kanawha 

when the waters are high. 
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www.aoghs.org 

May 26, 1891— Patent will lead to Crayola Crayons 

Today’s  Crayola crayons began when Edwin Binney and C. Harold Smith received a patent for their 

“Apparatus for the Manufacture of Carbon Black.” 

The refining process used petroleum to produce a fine, intensely black soot-like substance—a pigment 

far better than any other at the time. 

The thriving Pennsylvania oil industry supplied the feedstock for the Easton-based Binney & Smith 

Company’s carbon black, which won an award for its quality at the 1900 Paris Exposition. 

More innovations followed as the company mixed carbon black with oilfield paraffin to introduce a 

black crayon marker.  The useful marker was promoted as being able to “stay on all” and accordingly 

named “Staonal,” which is still sold. 

In 1903, Binney & Smith’s more colorful petroleum product got its name from the French word for 

chalk, craie, combined with an English adjective meaning oily, oleaginous. 

The first Crayola crayons were manufactured in small batches of hand-mixed pigments and paraffin. 

Paper labels were rolled by hand and pasted onto each crayon. The box included eight colors: red, or-

ange, yellow, green, blue, violet, brown and black. 
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Board Meeting 

2021 

 

 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

      1 

 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 

 

10 11 12 

 

13 14 15 

16 

 

17 
 

18 19 20 21 22 

23 24 

 

25 26 27 28 29 

30 31      

Deborah 

Frerich 
 Barbara 

Franklin 

Membership 

Meeting  

DEADLINE FOR           

MEMBERSHIP 

MEETING 

Board Meeting 

2021 

 The first blooms of spring always 

make my heart sing.                                 

                - S. Brown 

ADDC VIRTUAL 

LAND AND 

LEASING 

CENTRAL 

REGION   

VIRTUAL 

MEETING. 

GOLF         

TOURNAMENT 

MOVED TO JUNE  5 
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Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

  1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 11 

 

12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

27 28 29 30         

       

 

 

 

Board Meeting 

Membership 

Meeting 

DEADLINE FOR           

MEMBERSHIP 

MEETING 

 

Jessica  

Cain 

2021 

Summer Begins 

 

“Your life is your message to the 

world. Make sure it’s inspiring” 

 

ADDC VIRTUAL 

LAND AND 

LEASING 
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Front Cover  - Drilling rig among the marsh grass and flowers— File ID 79679799 Anekcen Mapnhyehko—Dreamstime.com 

Page 21—Oil Wooden blocks—Photo 182737220—Dreamstime.com 

Page 25—Carbon Capture Technology—Photo 212996572—Jon Anders Wiken—Dreamstime. Com 

Page 29-31 —Week in History—www.aoghs.org 

Page 33—Hello May—Photo 145416550—Severina 74—Dreamstime.com 

Page 34—Hello June—ID 93052587 Marek Uliasz—Dreamstime.com 
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